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two story arcs of One Piece, one of the most
beloved and bestselling manga series of all time!
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally ate the Gum-Gum
Fruit, an enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the
ability to stretch like rubber. Its only drawback?
He'll never be able to swim again--a serious
handicap for an aspiring sea dog! Years later,
Luffy sets off on his quest to find the "One Piece,"
said to be the greatest treasure in the world...
This box set includes volumes 1-23, which
comprise the first two story arcs, East Blue and
Baroque Works. With exclusive premiums and
great savings over buying the individual volumes,
this set is a pirate’s treasure for any manga fan!

One Piece, Vol. 1-Eiichiro Oda 2010-11-02 As a
child, Monkey D. Luffy was inspired to become a
pirate by listening to the tales of the buccaneer
"Red-Haired" Shanks. But his life changed when
Luffy accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Devil Fruit
and gained the power to stretch like rubber...at
the cost of never being able to swim again! Years
later, still vowing to become the king of the
pirates, Luffy sets out on his adventure...one guy
alone in a rowboat, in search of the legendary
"One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in
the world... -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 57-Eiichiro Oda 2011-06-07 Join
Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in
their search for the ultimate treasure, One Piece!
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally gained the power
to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never being
able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the “One Piece,” said to be the greatest
treasure in the world... All-out war has broken
out between the Whitebeard Pirates and the
Navy. Whitebeard's crew is said to be the most
powerful in the New World, but they'll have their
hands full against the Navy Admirals and the
remaining Warlords of the Sea. Meanwhile, can
Luffy reach Navy headquarters in time to save
his brother Ace?

One Piece, Vol. 1-Eiichiro Oda 2003-09-02 Join
Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in
their search for the ultimate treasure, One Piece!
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally gained the power
to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never being
able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the “One Piece,” said to be the greatest
treasure in the world... As a child, Monkey D.
Luffy was inspired to become a pirate by
listening to the tales of the buccaneer "RedHaired" Shanks. But his life changed when Luffy
accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Devil Fruit and
gained the power to stretch like rubber...at the
cost of never being able to swim again! Years
later, still vowing to become the king of the
pirates, Luffy sets out on his adventure...one guy
alone in a rowboat, in search of the legendary
"One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in
the world...

One Piece Box Set: East Blue and Baroque
Works (Volumes 1-23 with premium)-Eiichiro
Oda 2013-11-05 A premium box set of the first
one-piece-volume-1
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Pirates. But his life changed when he
accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber. Years later, Luffy sets off in search of the
'One Piece', said to be the greatest treasure in
the world.

One Piece: Ace's Story, Vol. 1-Sho Hinata
2020-05-05 Adventure on the high seas continue
in these stories featuring the characters of One
Piece! Get the backstory on Luffy’s brother Ace!
This volume contains the origin story of Luffy’s
adopted brother Ace, and tells of his of his
thrilling quest for the legendary One Piece
treasure. Washed up on the shores of a deserted
island at the edge of the East Blue Sea, two men
from different backgrounds unite in their shared
thirst for adventure. One of them, Portgaz D.
Ace, will follow in his infamous father’s footsteps
as the fearless captain of a pirate crew. The
other, Masked Deuce, becomes the reluctant first
member of Ace’s Spade Pirates. Survival is not
enough for these seafaring buccaneers, as
together they seek treasure, excitement, and a
route to the New World.

One Piece 1-Eiichirō Oda 2008-12-15 When
Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to
stretch like rubber at the cost of never being able
to swim again, he and his crew of pirate
wannabes set off in search of the "One Piece,"
the greatest treasure in the world.

One Piece Color Walk Compendium: East
Blue to Skypiea-Eiichiro Oda 2018-07-03
Gorgeous color art from Eiichiro Oda’s One
Piece! The first three Color Walk art books
collected into one beautiful compendium. Color
images and special illustrations from the world’s
most popular manga, One Piece! This
compendium features over 300 pages of beautiful
color art as well as interviews between the
creator and other famous manga artists,
including Akira Toriyama, the creator of Dragon
Ball. This first volume covers the early parts of
the series—from the East Blue arc where the
main characters of the Straw Hat pirates first
meet, to the Skypiea arc where Luffy and friends
face their greatest adventures yet!

One Piece, Vol. 97-Eiichiro Oda 2021-08-03 Join
Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in
their search for the ultimate treasure, One Piece!
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally gained the power
to stretch like rubber...at the cost of never being
able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the One Piece, said to be the greatest
treasure in the world... The battle for Wano
commences for real as the Straw Hats and their
allies invade Kaido’s base on Onigashima. Luffy
may have gotten stronger, but he’s gonna need
all the help he can get against Kaido’s powerful
forces!

One Piece Vol. 1 (Limited Edition)-Eiichiro
Oda 2003-11-12

One Piece, Vol. 77-Eiichiro Oda 2016-02-02
Thirteen years ago, Trafalgar Law was a young
boy with an incurable, deadly illness. He credits
his survival to Corazon, but what exactly
happened? The secrets of Law's past are finally
revealed. Meanwhile, back in the present, the
battle for Dressrosa continues to heat up! -- VIZ
Media

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2008-03-04 It's the final
showdown with the metallic King Wapol! He
wants his castle back and he's not taking "no" for
an answer. Well, Luffy, Sanji and their newfound
friend Tony Tony Chopper aren't giving up so
easily! But our heroes have their hands full-especially with Wapol's ability to modify his body
depending on what he eats! Meanwhile, down
the mountain in Big Horn village the people are
devastated as their beloved leader lies in the
snow, badly injured. But all is not lost when
Wapol's deadly 20 Doctors make an unbelievable
announcement!

One Piece 6-Eiichirō Oda 2008-02-15 When
Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to
stretch like rubber at the cost of never being able
to swim again, he and his crew of pirate
wannabes set off in search of the "One Piece,"
the greatest treasure in the world.

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2007 As a child, Monkey
D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
one-piece-volume-1
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Determined to become stronger and challenge
the toughest seas in the world, Luffy and his
crew decide to go into training. When they finally
reunite years later, they will meet brand new
enemies and adventures! -- VIZ Media

life changed when he accidentally gained the
power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never
being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the
help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes, is
setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be
the greatest treasure in the world... Showdown
at AlubarnaWhen leaving Rainbase to head off
the rebels in the capital city of Alubarna, Luffy
gets pulled aside by Crocodile for some cozy oneon-one time! With only three minutes to fight,
can Luffy take on the sand pirate on his domain?!
The rest of the crew must help Vivi stop the
rebels, but the formidable Officer Agents have
been waiting for them at the city gates! Will Vivi
be in time to stop the inevitable clash between
the rebels and the Army?!

One Piece 2-Eiichiro Oda 2007-12-15 When
Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to
stretch like rubber at the cost of never being able
to swim again, he and his crew of pirate
wannabes set off in search of the "One Piece,"
the greatest treasure in the world.

One Piece Color Walk Art Book-Eiichiro Oda
2008-11-11 A collection of art from the manga
series One Piece, with commentary by Eiichiro
Oda and an index to where each piece of art can
be found in the series.

One Piece, Vol. 19-Eiichiro Oda 2011-03-28
Luffy and pals are headed for the fabled
Rainbase, the town of dreams. There they
accidentally attract the unwanted attention of the
Baroque Works security as well as their old "pal"
Captain Smoker! While beating a hasty retreat
from both, Ms. All Sunday invites the crew to the
casino's VIP room, which turns out to be a trap.
To make matters worse, Vivi gets separated from
the others and is pursued by the Baroque Works!
Will she be able to shake her pursuers and spring
her friends?! -- VIZ Media

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2018-05-01 Join Monkey
D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their
search for the ultimate treasure, One Piece! As a
child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming
King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he
accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber…at the cost of never being able to swim
again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in search of the
“One Piece,” said to be the greatest treasure in
the world... The full plan to take down Big Mom
is finally revealed, but can Luffy's team actually
pull off this tremendous challenge? The Straw
Hats will need to work with some allies they
don't even trust if they hope to suceed. But first
thing's first: how will they crash the biggest
wedding in the pirate world?!

One Piece, Vol. 74-Eiichiro Oda 2015-04-07
Operation S.O.P. is in full effect! Usopp and the
others search for a way to undo the magic that
has turned so many of the people of Dressrosa
into toys. Meanwhile, Luffy heads toward the
palace with the goal of taking down the source of
all the trouble, Doflamingo! -- VIZ Media

One Piece Color Walk Art Book-Eiichiro Oda
2012-01-03 Gorgeous color art from Eiichiro
Oda’s One Piece! Drool over the images in
Eiichiro Oda's ONE PIECE COLOR WALK. The
art book includes original color images from the
popular manga, One Piece. See King-of-thePirates wannabe Luffy and his crew - thief Nami,
swordsman Zolo, liar Usopp and chef Sanji - and
the enemies they encounter on their quest amid
the high seas - Buggy the Clown, Captain Kuro,
Don Krieg, Mihawk, Arlong and more!

One Piece, Vol. 7-Eiichiro Oda 2011-01-04 Don
Krieg's evil pirate armada attempts to hijack the
oceangoing restaurant Baratie, but the pirate
cooks put up a fierce resistance until Krieg
reveals one of the greatest secret weapons in his
arsenal--Invincible Pearl! When sous chef Sanji
steps into the fray, it turns out that he and Chef
Zeff have some unfinished business concerning
the loss of the latter's leg! Will their differences
come between them or make the Baratie
stronger? Either way, unfortunately for Luffy, it
turns out that Don Krieg harbors an even
deadlier weapon--Gin, the very man whose life
Sanji once saved with a square meal! -- VIZ
Media

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2009-02-03 R to L
(Japanese Style) As a child, Monkey D. Luffy
dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his
one-piece-volume-1
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rebels, but the formidable Officer Agents have
been waiting for them at the city gates! Will Vivi
be in time to stop the inevitable clash between
the rebels and the Army?!

One Piece, Vol. 85-Eiichiro Oda 2018-02-06
With Sanji forced into a political marriage by his
scheming family, Luffy and members of the
Straw Hats enter enemy territory to try to rescue
him. But up against Big Mom, an Emperor of the
Sea, do they even stand a chance? -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 4-Eiichiro Oda 2010-11-16
Captain Kuro of the Black Cat Pirates was the
most feared evil genius on the high seas...until he
vanished. Most people believe he's dead, but only
his crew knows the truth: Captain Kuro has been
lying low in a small seaside village, posing as a
mild-mannered butler until the time for pillage is
just right. Now that time has come, and the
ruthless Black Cat Pirates are about to attack...
Unless, of course, Monkey D.Luffy can stop
them! All Luffy has on his side are his swordwielding first mate, Zolo; his thieving navigator,
Nami; Usopp, a local kid with a knack for telling
lies; and his own bizarre rubber-limbed powers.
If these four amateur pirates want to stop the
entire Black Cat crew, they'll have to come up
with a pretty slick plan... -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 13-Eiichiro Oda 2011-02-14 No
sooner have Luffy and crew escaped the bounty
hunters of Whisky Peak than they become the
target of a sinister criminal outfit known as
Baroque Works. But the Straw Hat pirates have
bigger worries, now that they've agreed to
protect a very important person in return for
untold riches. -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 47-Eiichiro Oda 2011-10-10 The
Straw Hats find themselves caught in the Florian
Triangle when the mysterious island "Thriller
Bark" suddenly appears. Gecko Moria, one of the
Seven Warlords, and his zombie army are also on
the island, and they're preparing for a Night
Hunt! Can the Straw Hat crew survive this
fearsome evening? -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 51-Eiichiro Oda 2011-10-24
Camie the mermaid offers to take Luffy and the
crew to Fish-Man Island if they'll help rescue her
boss Hachi from the notorious Flying Fish Riders.
Ignoring all of the warning signs (hint: her boss
sounds suspiciously like an old enemy!), the crew
agrees to help their mermaid friend, only to end
up losing Camie to other kidnappers! -- VIZ
Media

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2007-11-06 Avalanche!
Luffy and Sanji surf a tree down a mountain on a
fast-moving wave of snow and just avoid being
buried alive. But then the demented King Wapol
suddenly appears and orders Luffy and Sanji's
deaths. With no time to lose, Luffy evades their
attacks, when out of the blue an unlikely friend
comes to his rescue! A friend who was just trying
to kill him only hours before!

One Piece (Omnibus Edition), Vol. 26-Eiichiro
Oda 2018-12-04 Join Monkey D. Luffy and his
swashbuckling crew in their search for the
ultimate treasure, the One Piece. As a child,
Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of
the Pirates. But his life changed when he
accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Fruit, an
enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the ability to
stretch like rubber. Its only drawback? He’ll
never be able to swim again—a serious handicap
for an aspiring sea dog! Years later, Luffy sets off
on his quest to find the “One Piece,” said to be
the greatest treasure in the world… The
dastardly Doflamingo family’s grip on the nation
of Dressrosa tightens in a bloody battle for the
heart and soul of the New World nation. When
Trafalgar Law, a “Surgeon of Death” with Devil
Fruit powers, allies with rubber-limbed Luffy,
bizarre new battle powers emerge!

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2009-02-03 R to L
(Japanese Style) As a child, Monkey D. Luffy
dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his
life changed when he accidentally gained the
power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never
being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the
help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes, is
setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be
the greatest treasure in the world... Showdown
at AlubarnaWhen leaving Rainbase to head off
the rebels in the capital city of Alubarna, Luffy
gets pulled aside by Crocodile for some cozy oneon-one time! With only three minutes to fight,
can Luffy take on the sand pirate on his domain?!
The rest of the crew must help Vivi stop the
one-piece-volume-1
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manga artists, including Taiyo Matsumoto, the
creator of Tekkonkinkreet. This second volume
covers continues to showcase the artful
adventures of the One Piece series. From the
Water Seven arc, where the Straw Hats
encounter the sinister CP9 organization, to the
Paramount War arc that follows their journey to
Marineford where Luffy’s brother Ace resides.

One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2010-05-04 High jinx on
the high seas! Please note: book reads right to
left (Japanese style) As a child, Monkey D. Luffy
dreamed of becoming the King of the Pirates. But
his life changed when he accidentally gained the
power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never
being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the
help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes, is
setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be
the greatest treasure in the world!

One Piece, Vol. 25-Eiichiro Oda 2011-05-09
Talk about impossible! Luffy and the Straw Hats
have to find a way to sail to an island in the sky,
and the only one who can show them the way is
known to be a greater liar than Usopp! It won't
be easy, but can they trust their lives to someone
nobody believes in?! -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 64-Eiichiro Oda 2012-01-26
With their queen dead, the people of Fish-Man
Island carry on her will and hope to one day
achieve her dream. But Hody Jones and the New
Fish-Man pirates have other ideas, including
ruling the kingdom themselves. The fate of FishMan Island will rest on Luffy’s shoulders, but will
he destroy it instead? -- VIZ Media

The History and Adventures of the
Renowned Don Quixote,3-Miguel de Cervantes
Saavedra 1803

One piece. New edition-Eiichiro Oda 2009
One Piece-Eiichiro Oda 2007-04-03 As a child,
Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King
of the Pirates. But his life changed when he
accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber¿at the cost of never being able to swim
again! Now Luffy, with the help of a motley
collection of pirate wannabes, is setting off in
search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest
treasure in the world...

One Piece, Vol. 29-Eiichiro Oda 2011-06-06 The
Straw Hats have been stuck in a struggle for
survival ever since Eneru made the ominous
prediction that "in three hours, only five humans
will be left standing on the island." Separated
from each other, the crew eventually cross paths
on the battlefield where the war for Skypiea is
being waged! -- VIZ Media

X (3-in-1 Edition)-CLAMP, 2014-01-21 Kamui
and Fuma have made their decisions and chosen
their sides, but at an appalling cost. A
traumatized Kamui needs the kind of healing that
only a powerful psychic can provide. He goes to
visit the seer Hinoto, and although her visions
bring him clarity, they also unearth painful
memories from deep within his past. Fortunately,
there’s time for reflection as both sides of the
conflict regroup: Kamui and other Dragons of
Heaven attend school at CLAMP Academy, while
Fuma finds his place among the Dragons of
Earth. -- VIZ Media

One Piece, Vol. 70-Eiichiro Oda 2014-03-04 As
Luffy and his crew attempt to leave the
laboratory, Caesar Clown undergoes a dramatic
transformation. Can Luffy actually stop his
dreadful ambitions?! And when Doflamingo
finally makes his appearance, the situation takes
a dramatic turn!! -- VIZ Media

One Piece Color Walk Compendium: Water
Seven to Paramount War-Eiichiro Oda
2019-07-02 Gorgeous color art from Eiichiro
Oda’s One Piece! Color images and special
illustrations from the world’s most popular
manga, One Piece! This compendium features
over 300 pages of beautiful color art as well as
interviews between the creator and other famous
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